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C~IIZOM. 6401 

A METHOD FOR THE IDENTIlWXTIC) bij URANCliED-CHAIN 

PRRAl?FINS BY CALCULATION OF THEIR RETENTION INDEX VALUES 

ON THE BASIS OP MOLECULAR STRUCTURE AND 1’HYSICRL 

PROPERTIES+ 

%Ilc retention times of br:uxAled-chnin pamflins were shown to depend on their 
physical properties, especially molecular volume, when non-polar pleases were used 
for their separation. 

As the molecular volume depends strongly on structure, the calculation of 
additive terms, which arc characteristic of every structural group in a molecule, 
can permit the tlleoretiq.1 calculation of the retention indices of any branched 
isomer. 

The additive terms can be calculated both by solving a system of equations 
and by comparison of the retention indices of sclectcd compounds. The general ap- 
plication of the method to retention data taken from the literature is also possible. 

INTRODUCTION 

TIE complete gas cl~romntograpl~ic separation of comples mistures of linear 
and branched-chain paraffins has been accomplished by using long packed or capillary 
columnsl-8. The identilication of the separated compounds is a complex problem, 
and requires the use of many known standards or the combination of the gas chroma- 
tograph with a mass spectronieterD. 

Some attempts to identify the components on the basis of their retention times 
have been mad&O, but the results were unsatisfactory. The parameter that can be 
used for this kind of calculation is tile retention index, I (ref. IO), due to the fact 
that otller retention values (retention time, volume, etc.) arc strongly dependent 
on the conditions of the analysis, The retention indes depends only on the type of 
stationary phase used, on the compound being analysed, and on temperature. 
The effect of temperature on I is generally 10~~1.1~ and a linear dependence was 
found for 250 compouncls over the temperature range 27-56” with a non-polar 
squalane columnll, 

By comparing the retention 
-- 

indices obtained from columns with different 
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polarities, it seems possible to make some hypotheses on the structures of the analysed 
compounds. 

k<OVAT@ suggested the use of the difference in the I values obtained on a 
polar and a non-polar phaseld. ROHRSCWNEIDER~~ used a series of stationary phases 
and many compounds with different structures in order to calculate constants that 
permit the calculation of retention indices, but this method was not widely applied 
to different compounds of the same seri& and seems to be useful for the character- 
ization of stationary phases rather than for the identification of unknown com- 
poundslo. 

SCHOMBUIKP~ tried to calculate the retention indices of dimethyllleptanes and 
dimethyloctanes empirically by using some factors taken from the analysis of the 
methyloctanes and methylnonanes, respectively* 

The agreement between the calculated and experimental Values was good when 
the distance between the tertiary carbon atoms of the chain was large, but the pres- 
ence of a quaternary carbon atom or of two tertiary atoms in the a-position results 
in large difference between the calculated and esperimcntal values. 

Recently, TnrcAcs et nl.ls proposed an approximation method by means of 
which the retention index of a substance can be determined on the basis of its molec- 
ular structure. This method seems to be very promising, but many experimental 
values were necessary for the calculation of I on a squalane column, and the con- 
tributions to the index from different stationary phases are not yet available, 

In this paper, we describe a method that permits tllc calculation of the reten- 
tion indices of the branched-chain paraffins on non-polar stationary phases. The 
method, which is based on the USC of structural factors taken from the analysis of 
a few selected compounds, gives satisfactory agreement between calculated and 
experimental values, even when quaternary atoms in c+positions are present in the 
molecules. 

. ’ 

RRLATIONSHII’S RISTWEI:S RETENTION ISDICES AND I’HYSICAL CONSTANTS 

As the physical constants of many paraffins are well known10~2n, the possibility 
of calculating the retention time of any compound on the basis of these constants 
appears Very attractive. Also, .complex correlations cauld be used, as complex 
mathematical problems can be solved by using electronic computers. We shall 
discuss the correlations between tile retention hdex and the boiling point at stan- 
dard temperature and pressure, the number of carbon atoms, the heat (enthalpy) 
of vaporization and the molecular volume. 

KOVATS13 found the following empirical relationship between the difference 
in the retention indices of two isomeric compounds on the same phase and the dif- 
ference in their boiling points: r5I = 56Tb. The validity of this equation is not general, 
and some attempts to calculate the retention indices of paraflins were completely 
unsatisfactory. A linear relationship between I and Tb was also suggested, and 
we tried to verify its validity, Fig. I is a plot of I against TI, for various branched- 
chain paraffins, The values were taken from the literature%J~% and/or were ex- 
perimentally determined, 
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Kg. I, Rctcntion indicts of branched-chain paraflins as a function of the boiling point at slxtr~Lrd 
prcasurc. Phases used: squalnnd; squnlanc’; hcxaclccane4; hcxaclccord; tetrnmcthylpcntadccane” ; 
hcxnclccnnc + hcxaclcccne _t ICcl-F4; silicone DC-zor9; silicone SF-g@; silicone SIT-gG (this work). 
Symbols used for conq~ouncls nnnlvsccl: M = methyl; ET = ethyl; PR = propyl or propane ; 
13 = butane; P = pcntnnc; HEA = hcxanc: I-IEPT = hcptano; Oc% = octane: NON = 
nononc; 131X = clccnnc; D = cli-; T = tri- or tctrrc-. Esnmplc: 2,2,3-TivIP = z,z.g-trimcthyl- 
pentane. 

The plot in Fig. I is approximately linear, and therefore it would seem possible 
that I could be calculated from the Tl, of the corresponding compound. Unfortu- 
nately, the linear behaviour is due to the scale used in the figure, and the actual 
fluctuations are too large to permit the prediction of the retention index to within 
less than 10-q index units. In Pig. z the behaviour of a series of isomers is reported, 
and the fluctuations can easily be seen. A slight curve of the plots was also observed. 

Fig. z. Fine structure of the plot of retention inclox against boiling point, with clispersion of ox- 
porimentnl values taken from the literature. 
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The use of the boiling points to calclilatc I is therefore impossible on non-polar 
phases also, especially when a large -I’!, range has to be considered. 

In fact, the dependence of Tr, on the number of carbon atoms, ?t, is not linear 
for ,rt-paraffins also (see Fig. 3). As, by definition1”*13 , an increase in 11 of unity cor- 
responds to IOO indcs units, tllen the depcndencc of I on Tr, also cannot be linear. 
A prediction of tile I value of a branched-chain isomer would lx possible only if the 
curve of the plot of To against ,IE were the same for +paraflins and for all the series 
of isomers (z-methyl, g-methyl,. . . -, 3 z-dimethy~, etc,), but, from the data reported 
in the literature cited, it can lx seen that tllc curves and the slopes of tllc plot are 
different for the various series. 
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Pig. 3, Rctclltion indicts of linear prnfhs as it function of the normal boiling point. 

For every series of branched-chain paraffins (z-methyl, 3-methyl, etc.), tile 
relationship between I and 18 is linear, and can be represented by an equation of 
the type : 

I=Eo+Eln (1) 

where E, and El are constants, These constants were calculated by the least-squares 
methocl using the esperimental data on several non-polar columns obtained from 
the literature (see Fig. I) and from esperimcntal determinations. 

The values of the constants E’, and I:‘, are reported in Table1 forthe different 
series of homologues, and permit the calculation of the retention index of any 
branched-chain paraffin if t&e initial terms of the series can be analysed and their 
retention indices measured. 

Heut of vafiovizntiou 
The data for the heat of vaporization at saturation pressure at the normal 

boiling point were taken from the 1iteraturezO and plotted against I. 
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7~Paralfina 0 1Llcl 

z-MIctllyl - 16.gO 97.99 
3-Methyl G.aH yG.zo 

3-Etllyl 25<17 94.25 
2,2-IXnlctliyl - 7G.76 100.10 

2,3-l.Xnwtliyl - 13x80 97.37 
2,4-l~inictliyl -29.77 95.“0 
3,3-IXmcthyl G.23 93.00 
2,2,3-‘l’rimcthyl 6.37 92 -90 
2,2,4-Trimctliyl -72.33 95.70 
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l;ig. 4# Rctcntion incliccs OI Some branchccl-chaily non~ncs ns EL function of their heats of vnporiz;~- 

tion nt snturation prcsnurc at the tlornial boiling point. 

The isomers with the same value of ‘lb show irregular behaviour (see Fig. L+, 
where some datn for nonancs are reported), while linear relationships were obtained 
for the different terms of every series with increasing IL 

In Pig, 5 are reported the values for a-methyl-, 3-methyl-, 2,2-dimethyl-, 2,3- 
dimethyl-, 2,~dimethyl- and 3.3-dimethylparafns with values of gc bctw&n G and 9. 

These results seem to be in agreement with the hypothesis that some specific 
structur,zl groups of the molecule cause chnracteristic increments in the heat of 
vaporization, and these effects are additive when molecular interactions between 
these groups are absent?. 
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Pig. 5, Rotcntion indicts of sornc terms of cliffercnt homologous scrics as a, function of their heats 
of vnporization at saturstion pressure st the normal boiling point. 

M01ccac2nr v0121w1c 
From the hypothesis reported abovczl and ta1cin.g into account the fact that 

a useful method of assigning a quantitative value to the structural groups of the 
molecule is the use of the molecular volume 22, the relationship between this physical 
constant and I was esamined. 

The plot of the retention indices against the molecular volumes of the linear 
paraffins calculated by using literature values for the density20 was linear, 
with a change of slope corresponding to hcxadccane. This result may depend on 
the fact that hesadecane is the first linear paratin that is solid at 25”, while 
the values of the density for higher paraffins are given at higher temperalures. 

An approximate correction was tllerefore made, taking into account the 
coefficient of cubic espansionlf), 

The application of the formula V,,. = 171 (z + 5.88 4) gives, for higher 
paraffins, values of the molecular volume shown as closed circles in Fig* 6, which 
show linear behaviour with a slope very close to that of the initial terms of the series. 
It seems probable that the correct knowledge of the molecular volumes of the higher 
paraffins at 25” would give one straight line only. 

Also, the dependence of the I of the branched-chain paraffins on their molecular 
volumes was determined, and a series of parallel straight lines was obtained. 

The linear relationships observed confirm the hypothesis that the increase in 
the length of the carbon chain (expressed by N) gives a constant contribution to the 
increase in I, while the differences between the various isomers are due to the dif- 
ferent contributions of every structural group of the molecule. 

The retention index can therefore be given by the sum of many terms, depending 
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Fig. 6, Rotcntion indices of n-pardlins ns n function of their molcculnr volumes. Closocl circles: 
values corroctccl by using the coclficicnt of cubic expansion (see text). 

on the structural groups in the molecule. This hypothesis is in agreement with the 
well known relatiokhib used in paper chromatog%phyz3: 

log $4 “RM 
( > 

where the term RM is additive in that it is composed of the partial XM values 
the individual functional groups or other groups of atoms in the molecule24-28. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

(2) 

for 

Some general conclusions on non-polar stationary phases can be made on the 
basis of the experimental data, as follows. 

(I) The linear paraffin with 12 carbon atoms has the highest retention index 
of all the possible isomers with the same value of n. A decrease in the chain length 
ancl an increase in branching decrease the retention index. This decrease is indicated 
as BI, that is, the difference between the f values of the linear paraffin and of the 
branched-chain isomeP. 

(2) When a quaternary carbon atom is in position z in the chain (external 
quaternary, EQ), 81 is greater, while a lower 61 is observed when the quaternary 
atom is in the middle of the chain (internal quaternary, IQ) or tertiary atoms are 
present (external or interrial, ET or IT). 

(3) The 81 value decreases when the flexibility of the molecule decreases, 
owing to steric hindrance caused by more structural groups in the molecule. The 
91 value increases in the following order: two quaternary carbons in the a-position, 
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a quaternary and a tertiary carbon in the ol.-position, two tertiary carbons in the 
a-position, two tertiary or quaternary carbons in the /I-position, divided by a secon- 
dary carbon atom. 

(4) The presence of side-chains longer than methyl (ethyl, propyl, isopropyl, 
etc.) have an influence on I, as long as the length of the main carbon chain increases. 

CIlr\RACTl~l~ISTIC STI<UCTUIb\L GI~OUI’S \VlTlI CClI~I~IISPONl>ING SYQIUOLS 

SytrzDol GvorrP 

Estcrnnl quntcrnnrp C atom 
Iiitcrnal quatcrwrry C atom 
Estcrnal tertiary C atom 
Internal tcrtinry C atom 
Two qiiatcrnary C atoms in a-psititrn 
Two tertiary C ntonin in a-position 
‘I’crtiirry and quatcrnary C :itonis in a-position 
ScCOXldilr~ C ntoni bctwccn two tcrtinry or qiinrtcrnirry atonis (joint) 
‘I’crniinal (cstcrnal) ctlipl group 
l’wo ctll)‘ls 011 tllc Sallll! C cltorll (dual ctl1yl) 
Ethyl group on il. tertiary C iitoni (siclc ethyl) 
Estcriiiil propyl group 

We tried to calculate the additive terms due to the different structural groups 
of the molecule by means of various systems of equations with eight to clevcn vari- 
ables, by using an electronic computer. The variables used were the additive terms 
of the structural groups that are reported, with the corresponding symbols, in 
Table II. The equations were constructed by taking into account the csperimental 
retention indices of several compounds containing the structural groups (see Table V), 

“SYSTBMS” hIETIl013 POR TIJI:, CALCULATION OF AXIDITIVE VALUES, AN11 SUMhlAl<Y OF THI5 “COhlPARIS01 

METHOD 

Systm CO~Jl~OWdS ItSd fOP thC SyStCJH Of CfjWltiO7lS 

I 2,2,3-T&1B; ~,2-D&11’;3,3-DiIIJ; 3+1I-I1z.S: 2,2,3,3-‘I%IB; 2,3,4.-T&IP; 
a.z-DhII-IES: ~,3-D~~1-11z.x: z,+ImIEIDS; 3,3-DMHES 

2 z.z,3-ThlB: 2,2-D&11?: 2,3-D&W: 3,3-D&II?: a-~&f1-1B.x; 2,2,3,3-T%rR; 
2.2,4-T&11’; 2,4,-D%11-1ES: 3,3-IXVHISS: 2,3,4-TMP 

3 2,2,3-ThIR ; 2,3-D&W: 3,3-D?dP: 2-iCt13~a~; 2,2,3,3-T&113; 2,2,+T~&fP; 
2,3,+I’hII’; 2,2-DivII-IES: 2.+-DIMPIES : 3,3-DRIHIZS; 3,4-DbmIZS 

4 2,2,3-l’kH3; 2,2-DhIP: 2,3-l>%IP: 3,3-DMI?: n-iM>IES; 2,2,3,3-‘rAfB; 
2,2,4-l’h~P: 2,3,4-TRIP: 2,2-1~dI-Il~S; 2,3-DiCIImS; 3,3-DMHISS 

5 .Aw spstcm 4, but rcphcing 2,3-ImI~I@S with 2,4-DMI-112X 

Comparison method SC0 Table v (ST-CJJC, at 80.“) 

Comparison method see ‘IMAe VI (sq”‘rlnnc nt soy 
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As an example, for 2,3, 4-trimetliylpcntanc, tlic equation is: 

- SI(w,+TMP) = EQ + ET -I- JO (3) 

and similar equations were written for sclccted compounds, 
I&pending on the group of compounds used for every systcxn, the solution of 

the equation gave different values of the additive terms for every structural group. 
The cnlculatcd values arc reported in Table III. 

A negative sign indicntcs that the presence of tllc corresponding group dc- 
creases the retention time, while a positive sign inclicates that the structural group 
causes an increase in tlic retention time. 

Tertiary and qwtcrnary carbon atoms, csternnl and internal, therefore give 
a negative contribution, while the presence of two of these groups in the molecule 
(QQ, TT, TQ) gives positive terms, owing to stcric hindrance to free rotation. 

Some structural groups s1xw very constant additive values, independent of 
the system (cspccially EQ, ET, TQ), but other groups have a strong fluctuation 
depending on the compounds used. In particular, the cfEect of the ethyl group (terms 
EE nnd DE) is very different for the various systems. This may be due to the fact 
thnt the effect of the ethyl group, as a terminal or side group, depends strongly on 
tlic length of the remaining chain nncl on other clmrnctcristic groups in the molecule. 

The choice of tllc compounds to be used therefore has a strong influence on 
the results. For this reason, notwithstanding the fact tllat with the calculated terms 
(especially from systems 4 and 5) it is possible to calculate the retention indices of 
the compounds listed in Table III with satisfactory precision, the “systems” method 
is not convenient for general use owing to the great number of attempts that are 
neccssnry for the correct choice of the systems, and to the strong influence of in- 
correct esparimental data, if used in the calculations, 

To avoid the inconvenience of the “systems” method, a “comparison” method 

p---e- -. ._._-. _-_-.. _.- __ 

'ditivc Icr’ms for strrtctural grotcps 

r IQ l,:T IT QQ l-1 TQ JO III:’ DE SE BP 

75 --(iO -33 -27 +a1 -t-I!, -t-51 0 j-2 -f-IS 0 4-S 

71 -85 -33 -GI 4-73 f3G -i-47 0 -t-31 - I.5 0 +I 

72 -87 -33 -G3 i-75 -1-37 -t-Fir 4-l +32 -1.5 0 +2 

75 -72 -33 -27 _1- 8 1 + I!1 -l-51 i-4 4-14 4-G 0 +5 

75 -9.1 -33 -71 4-81 +41 d-51 4-d i-3G - rG 0 +5 

75 --G9 -31 -39 i-85 +29 -t-so -7 +JS 0 -24 +5 

93 -H7 -3s --53 - +4r - - 4-22 - - +I0 
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TABLE IV 

“CO,MDARISON” METHOI> BOR TI.IE CALCULhTION OF ADDITIv& VALUES 

An csamplo of application with the data of ‘Jhblc V, 

2-m= ET ET =: -3, 

2.AIHES ET 
2.MI-IEPT 767 ET, El? 

a,2-DMB 542 EQ, EE 
2,2-DhIP G30 EQ, EI’ 
2.2.DMHES 725 EQ 
2.3.DMB 568 m, m;rT 
2.3.DJIP G73 m, rr, m, m 
2.3.DRIHES 7% m, 1%. m, w 

3-m’ 585 x-r, w,m IT = - 39 
3.MNES 680 iT, lIE,EP 
3.m-m=*r 775 ‘IT, EE 

2,4-DhIP 633 lx, m, JO 
2.4.DMHES 737 ET, rr, IL@, JO JO=- G 

3,3-D&W 002 IQ, El:, EE, DE IQ = -G9 
3,~.DMHES 747 IQ, EE, El’ DE = + 3 

TABLE V 

CO&IPARISON BETWJSnN ESPl3RIMENTAL AND CALCULATRD RETENTION 1NDIC3S ON AN SF-p6 COLUMN 

2.2.L7&IB 
~.~-DAMB 
2.AMP 
3-m? 

7~-HES 

2,2-D&W 
2,4-D&W 

2,2,3-TiMB 
3,3-DhIP 
a-MHES 
2,~.DMP 

3.MHES 
3.mr 
?#-HEPT 

2,2,4-TRIP 
~,~-DIMHES 

2,2,3,3-‘rh’lB 

~,~-DAMH@S 
2,4-DMHES 
2,2,3-TMP 
2,J,.+-TA&‘fP 

3,3-DMHES 

;;r; 

569 
555 

Goo 

630 
633 

643 
GG2 
G69 
673 
080 
W¶ 
70” 

696 
725 

731 
733 
737 

743O 
745 

74i 

539 
507 $-: 

574 
559 z; 

Goo 0 

630 a 
G33 0 

644 
659 +3 
6G9 0 

673 0 

GSo 
675 -I-; 
700 0 

GS7 d-9 
72.5 0 

;:: - 4 
-3 

7& 0 

7.50 ~ -i 
757 s 

750 r; 
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TABLE V (contistrred) 

I (cxpcviwcn~al) .I (calculated) Difleucncc 
&Jo) (Exp. - oalo.) 

th5.i mx13s 
4-1LT1-11~P1 
2,3-DMOC’r 
2.3,3.4-l’iC11’ 
3,4.1x11-IEPT 
4-MOCT 
2-MOCT 
3-mx-IDP’I 
3-MOCT 

7Go 
764 
7GG” 
768 
775 
774 
- 

775 
775 
800 

810 
810 
522 
82.5 
820 
830 
830 

835 
S35” 
8.~ 1 
%I 
S-15 
w5 
S40 
854 
S 5 8 
S$P 
SO1 
SG2" 
s62n 
,sGa" 
802 
8G.p 
86.5 
871 
872 
87.5 
877 
S78& 
SSp 
900 

754 

:E; 
771 
779 
77s 
773 
770 
773 
800 

743 
794 
793 
807 
821 
824 
82s 
828 
83r 
Y27 
830 
839 
841 
wl 
843 
845 
847 
H4s 
H54 
8% 
863 
8GO 
SGCJ 
8G.I 

-I- G 
0 

-3 
-3 
-4 
- I 

-t 5 
i-2 

I, 

‘4”; 
-3 
1-7 
--5 
--Y 

-3 

1; 

-1-3 
0 

- 3 
- fi 

-3 
-. .J 

0 

_i_ : 

-l- Y 
5 

:t_ I 
- 7 
- 0 
-I- 1 
i-3 
+IS 
- 5 
+s 
-I- 3 
_t 10 
-l--z 
-l-I’0 
-2 

0 

n Vnlucs tnlton from other sm~itcc~. 

was developed that permits the determination of the additive terms that are typical 
of the structural groups, by comparing different compounds with the same structural 
groups hut with different numbers of carbon atoms. 

As an example, from the retention indices of the following compounds: 



tlw con1~11011 group ET (estcrnal tertiary 
to -- 31, 

The method is slightly cwnplicatecl 
tnncously present in the sninc inolcculc. 

In Table I\’ is rcpwtccl im csample r)f 
of compounds conlparcd and tllc ~alucs of 

carbon ntoni), wllicli is practicnlly ccpnl 

whm many structural groups arc siniul- 

application of this nictliod wit11 the groups 
the additive tcrnls crhxlated. 

a_.. _... _ X(1*; 
-.. ___ n (11) 
.-.. ..- xci I 

Sf>H 
SG I 

__. . 

-_ 

8,} I 
8‘1 r 

s33*5 
8 3 5 

827 

-_ 

mm. 

- 

- 

9.52 - 

9x6 92s 
953 934 
9rs.5 925 
922 925 
932 B34 
9z9 928 
953 931 
9.54 931 
921 931 
(32'2 931 
93s c).+o 
9’~ r 9'2 2 

944,s 922 
94G6 922 

-- 
-. 

- I3 
+a1 
-t-I 
- 1 

-3 
-3 

- 
-_ 
- 
- 

- 

,417 
x.j7 
8rS 
1s 34 
h3Cl 
8.~9 

866 
8rlr-l 

837 
837 

960 

917 
9.53 
909 
916 
934 
930 
961 
9GI 
y2c, 

y2f.j 

938 
927 
953 
953 

_$ 
-t-Z 

--a 
0 

0 

0 

0 

-; 

0 

--o 
-c>.fj 

-35 
-2 

-G 

-1 

$j 

-l-3 

--Y 

-1 

$5 
, 

-2 

-1 

- 8 

-7 

-s 

-4 

-z 
---so5 
-65 

mg=. 
” B 

cxpcrirncntnl : 6 = cnlculntccl. 
= crpthro form; T = three form: m = incso form: Y = rncomic form. 
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All the additive terms arc reportecl in the two last lines of Table III, and can 
be compared with the values obtained from tile “systems” method. In many instances 
the values arc very similar, but it must be pointed out that. when ) omparing different 
groups of compounds, the additive terms show a small variation (about one or two 
index units) a 

This reproducibility, and’ the easy application of the comparison method, 
wlkl~ does not require the use of a computer for the handling of the complcs systems, 
confirms that with this method the retention indices of the brancllcd-chain parallins 
can be easily calculated. 

In Table V, the experimental and calculated values of I are sllown. The agree- 
ment is satisfactory. 

The calculation was also applied to nonane isomers, whose experimental re- 
tention indicts were taken from the literature, Tile differences are greater, owing to 
dubious experimental values, but it is important to note that the elution order is 
the same for both the experimental and calculated values, and tllercfore the iclentili- 
cation of the compounds in a complex mixture is still possible. 

A great difference wCas only observed for z,z,4+TMP, but this is due to the 
fact that this compound contains the first example of a secondary carbon atom 
bctwecn two quafernnry ‘groups, and tile index value of this arrangement was not 
previously calculated, 

The method can be applied to different types of stationary phases, ancl gives 
satisfactory results, The values of the additive terms change, depending OII tllc 
type of column, but with the analysis of a few selected compounds the indices of 
all the isomers can bc calculated0 

As an example, we report in Table VI some experimental KovAts retention 
indices on squalane, the values and the differences calculated by SCWOMI~URG~~, 
the values calculated by us by the comparison method, and the differences bctwecn 
the esperimental and our calculated values. Tile results of our method are particularly 
satisfactory for the compounds that contain quaternary or tertiary carbon atoms. 
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